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Abstrat
In this work the onsequenes of dierent opinion qualities in the Deuant model
were examined. If these qualities are randomly distributed, no dierent behavior was
observed. In ontrast to that, systematially assigned qualities had strong eets
to the nal opinion distribution. There was a high probability that the strongest
opinion was one with a high quality. Furthermore, under the same onditions, this
major opinion was muh stronger than in the models without systemati dierenes.
Finally, a soiety with systemati quality dierenes needed more tolerane to form
a omplete onsensus than one without or with unsystemati ones.
Keywords: Soiophysis, Monte Carlo simulations, Deuant model, qualities.
1 Introdution
The omputer simulation of opinion dynamis is an important part of soiophysis[1, 2, 3℄
and there exist a lot of dierent models and methods[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄. The opinions repre-
sented by a number were randomly distributed among the simulated people (agents) and
then some sort of opinion dynamis simulating a disussion is applied on the system. To
our knowledge all these models assume no dierenes in the opinion quality. Every opin-
ion has the same value. But suh an assumption seems not very realisti. Some opinions
may have a higher quality due to a better argumentation struture or an ethial system
whih rewards some opinions e.g. by more soial respet.
This examination now deals with the onsequenes of suh dierenes in the opinion
quality. The basi model is the disretized onsensus model of Deuant et al.[5℄ with the
agents loated in a sale-free Barabási-Albert network[10℄.
2 The dierent models
In this study four dierent models were examined:
• Model A: the basi model without any dierenes in the opinion quality;
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• Model B: the basi model with unsystemati quality dierenes;
• Model C: the basi model with quality dierenes on an absolute sale;
• Model D: the basi model with quality dierenes on a relative sale.
2.1 Model A: The basi model
The model, whih is used as basi model, is based on the onsensus model of Deuant et
al. To make the algorithm faster, the opinions were represented by integers[11℄ instead of
real numbers on a ontinuous sale like in the original model of Deuant. Therefore every
agent i has a number Si between 1 and Q as opinion, where Q is the maximum number
of opinions.
Furthermore to use a realisti model of soiety instead of the simple 'everybody knows
everybody' struture, the agents are loated on the nodes of a direted Barabási-Albert
network[10℄.
For this is a growing network, the onstrution proess is dynami. When m is the number
of outgoing onnetions of a node, the onstrution of the network starts with a ore of m
nodes whih are all onneted to eah other. Then, step by step, all other N agents were
added to the network. So you have a total number of N +m agents. Every time a new
node is added, it randomly hooses m of the already onneted nodes as neighbours. The
probability to get linked to a node is proportional to the number of neighbours the node
already has. So an agent with many 'friends' an get new 'friends' more easily. Here, we
set m = 3.
For the opinion dynamis two additional parameters are introdued, the ondene bound
ǫ and the onvergene parameter µ. The interation between the agents is pairwise. First
the opinions dierene |Si − Sj| of two disussion partners i and j is determined. If the
dierene is greater than the ondene bound ǫ, nothing happens. If it is less than ǫ,
the disussion starts. For the opinions are integers, also ǫ should be an integer. To be
independent from Q a relative ondene bound ǫr is introdued whih lies between 0 and
1: ǫ = [Q ∗ ǫr].
During a disussion both agents shift their opinion by the onvergene fator µ towards
eah other. Here µ was set to
√
0.1.
Sir = Si + [ν ∗D]
Sjr = Sj − [ν ∗D] with
{
ν = +µ forSi < Sj
ν = −µ forSi > Sj
So that at least a little progress is ahieved in every disussion, the minimum opinion
shift is set to 1. If the two opinions dier only by 1, one agent simply takes the opinion
of the other agent with a probability of 0.5.
The opinions of the agents are updated in sweeps over the whole population in the order
of their integration into the network. Every agent randomly hooses at its turn one of its
m neighbours as disussion partner. If there is no hange in the opinions of the agents
during 10 iterations, the opinion distribution is onsidered as stable and the opinion dy-
namis ends. The Deuant model with these modiations is heneforth denoted as basi
model.
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2.2 The quality dierenes
Now the models with dierent opinion qualities are presented. In all models the quality
dierenes are reated by dierent onvergene fators µ. So an agent shifts its opinion
with regard to the onvergene fator of its atual opinion. A small µ will ause only
a little shift. The agent does not like to leave its opinion. Therefore you ould say the
opinion has a high quality. On the other side an opinion with a bigger µ auses a higher
shift and has therefore a smaller quality.
Unsystemati quality dierenes: Model B
In this model the qualities are randomly assigned to the opinions. Every opinion S gets
its own onvergene fator µS with 0 < µS ≤ µ. This unsystemati assignment ould take
plae e.g. if the quality dierenes arise from argumentation strutures of the opinions.
Some have better arguments than others.
Sir = Si + [νSi ∗D]
Sjr = Sj − [νSj ∗D] with n = i, j
{
νSn = +µSn forSi < Sj
νSn = −µSn forSi > Sj
Systemati quality dierenes: Model C and D
In model C und D the qualities are systematially assigned to the opinions. Opinion 1
is set to the highest quality. All other opinions are related to this opinion. This ould
oure e.g. in a soiety with an ethial system or a odex of behavior.
Both models use a dierent sale.
Model C has an absolute sale. That means every opinion has its own onstant quality
regardless of other opinions. The onvergene fator µS rises linear with the number of
the opinion S: µS = (µ/Q) ∗ S. The shift algorithm is the same as in model B.
Model D however has a relative sale. Opinion 1 again has the highest quality, but all
other opinions get their quality in regard of the opinion of the atual disussion partner.
No opinion has its own, onstant onvergene fator. The onvergene fators of both
opinions being involved in a disussion are speially determined for every disussion.
This works as following: in ase of a disussion the two opinions must dier at least by
2. So one of the opinions has a higher quality as the other beause it is nearer to opinion
1. This opinion gets a redued onvergene fator whih depends on the distane of both
opinions: µ(D) = (1 − D/ǫ) ∗ µ. The further the 'bad' opinion is away from the 'good'
one, the less inuene does it have. For the 'bad' opinion the normal onvergene fator
µ is used. That leads to
Sir = Si + [νi ∗D]
Sjr = Sj − [νj ∗D]
with


νi = (1−D/ǫ) ∗ µ
νj = µ
forSi < Sj
νi = −µ
νj = −(1−D/ǫ)∗µ forSi > Sj
.
3 Results
One major point in analysing the models is the behavior of the maximum opinion. This
is the opinion with the most lients at the end of the opinion dynamis. Both the po-
sition of the maximum opinion in the spetrum and its relative height were observed in
dependene of ǫ and the size of the population. Furthermore the luster number, that
3
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Parameter:N=1000(1000runs),10000(100runs); Q=1000; µ=sqrt(0.1); m=3
model A: N=1000
model B: N=1000
model C: N=1000
model D: N=1000
model A: N=10000
model B: N=10000
model C: N=10000
model D: N=10000
Figure 1: Cluster number on a logarithmi sale for model A, B, C and D eah at N = 1000
and N = 10000.
means the number of opinions whih are oupied after the end of the opinion dynamis,
is examined. All data points are averaged over at least 100 runs. Due to the way the
quality dierenes were integrated in the standard model, the quality eets an atually
only our at a higher number of possible opinions. Therefore the number of opinions was
set to Q = 1000 in all simulations.
Model B shows no major dierenes to the standard model (model A). The behavior
of both models is qualitatively similar for all observed ases and there are only minimal
quantitative dierenes. Fig.1 exemplies this for the luster number. There is nearly
no dierene between both urves. The same an be observed for the relative height of
the maximum opinion in g.5. So the results of model B indiate that unsystematially
distributed opinion qualities have no eet on the behavior of the disretized Deuant
algorithm.
Model C and model D show the same tendenies and are therefore treated together.
The models without systemati qualities (A,B) reah the point of omplete onsensus at
a ondene of ǫr ≈ 0.5 (g.1). There only one opinion survives the disussion. All agents
have the same opinion then. That this point of onsensus is at ǫr ≈ 0.5 was already
examined in general for the ontinous Deuant model [12℄. The models with systemati
quality (C,D) now show a dierent behavior. Here the point of onsensus is higher than
0.5. It is about 0.6 to 0.65.
You an interpret the ondene bound as some sort of tolerane beause it speies the
disussion range of an agent. One agent would not debate with another if their opinions
dier too muh. So, the ondene bound shows the tolerane of other opinions. In
regards to that a soiety with systemati opinion qualities (ethial system) needs a higher
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Figure 2: Position of the maximum opinion for the basi model with N=1000
tolerane of other opinions to reah a onsensus than a soiety without suh qualities.
To analyse the position of the maximum opinion, the nal maximum position of every
single run was plotted against the ondene. Every dot represents the strongest opinion
in one run. Fig.2 shows this for the basi model with N = 1000. As you an see the
maximum opinions our symmetrially to the enter opinion. There is a high sattering
of the positions at lower ondenes. Here one annot predetermine where the maximum
will be. But for ǫr > 0.3 the maximum opinion appears only in a small bar around
the enter opinion. There the possible positions are ontained sharply. This result is
independent from the size of the population (examined sizes N = 100−10000). The same
distribution an be observed for model B.
In ontrast to that, g.3 shows the distribution of the maximum opinions for model C.
Here again a high sattering oures at lower ondenes, but there is a high probability
for the maximum opinion to ome out in the narrow bar at the 'better' side of the opinion
spetrum. For low ondene, this bar is at the very lower side of the spetrum and it
shifts towards the enter with inreasing ondene. That means that the major opinion
beomes less extreme with inreasing tolerane of the soiety. The shape of this bar is
nearly independent from the population size (only at larger numbers e.g. N = 105 this
bar beomes unsteady for lower ondenes). However the shattering and the dark 'loud'
at ǫ ≈ 0.2 vary with the number of agents. The higher the population size is, the smaller
are these eets. Already at N = 104 there is nearly no sattering and also the loud has
almost disappeared.
Fig.4 shows the position of the maxima for model D. Though the gure looks slightly
dierent the systematis is the same as in model C. Instead of the "loud' here a seond
'branh' of possible opinion positions appears but with larger population sizes this also
vanishes.
At last the relative height of the maximum opinion is examined. For all four models Fig.5
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Model C:parameters: N=1000(100runs); Q=1000; µ=sqrt(0.1); m=3
Figure 3: Position of the maximum opinion for the model C with N=1000
shows the frational part of the population whih holds this strongest opinion. Again
there is almost no dierene between the basi model (A) and the model with random
opinion qualities (B). The shape of both urves is independent of the population size (and
therefore, these urves were not plotted in this gure). Contrary to that, the models
with systemati quality dierenes (C,D) do depend on the size of the population. Here,
the number of agents holding the strongest opinion inreases rapidly at lower ondenes.
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Figure 4: Position of the maximum opinion for the model D with N=1000
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Figure 5: Relative height of the maximum opinion for model A, B, C and D eah at
N = 104 and model C,D at N = 105.
Espeially at largerN the maximum opinion reahes the absolute majority very fast whih
means that more than half of all agents agree in one opinion already at low ondenes.
4 Summary
In this study the eets of dierenes in the opinion qualities were investigated for the
Deuant onsensus model. The simulations showed that there is almost no dierene if
the qualities are randomly distributed, i.e. independent of the opinion number, or if there
are no opinion qualities at all.
If the qualities are not independent of the opinion numbers and are assigned systematially
to these, the following results ould be observed. There is a high probability that the
opinion with the most lients is one with a very high quality. The probability rises with
the population size. Furthermore this major opinion is already at low tolerane level
very strong. This also inreases with the number of agents. This is a nie eet beause
the qualities of the opinions are the same for all population sizes but they beome more
foreful for bigger soieties. There seems to be some sort of herd behavior (stampede).
With growing tolerane, this major opinion grows even more, but at the same time it
beomes less extreme. More dierent opinions an partiipate in the disussions and
other points of view are presented. Therefore most agents nd eah other in a less extreme
opinion.
To ahieve a omplete onsensus there must be a higher tolerane level than in the models
without a systemati quality distribution.
In general, all results are reasonable and an desribe soieties with an ethial system in
a simple, but somehow adequate way. Therefore, the way of integrating dierent opinion
qualities into the Deuant model seems to be usable.
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I am indebted to D. Stauer for introduing me into the fasinating eld of soio physis.
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